
Sunninghill Gardens AGM - Minutes of Meeting For the year 2015/16 
Held On Thursday 11th August 2016 - At the Real Life Church, Sunninghill 

 
Welcome (Richard Bovell) 
Richard welcomed everyone and thanked them for attending the meeting.  He introduced the committee:  Burt 
Gildenhuys; Linda Gildenhuys; Disebo Moephuli; Neale Penman who was away and the Chair Lorna Middup who 
was sick in bed.  It's our 20th AGM. Output is as a result of the input of the home-owners and we would later be 
looking for some new committee members and new blood.  Richard proceeded to thank  National Realtors Group for assisting with the issuing of access stickers  

 A special thanks  was to made to the Real Life Church for hosting the evening 
 Hardy Kruger for donating the access cards for the booms 
 Linda Lazarus Property Brokers for  

o The ongoing donation towards the upkeep of our parks  
o food for the guards and control room staff over Christmas 
o sponsoring the eats and drinks tonight 

 
Chairman’s Report (Lorna Middup – read by Linda Gildenhuys on her behalf) 
Sunninghill Gardens is your association.  It exists for and on behalf of its members.  We are primarily a homeowners 
association that evolved from a successful blockwatch some twenty years ago.  The members of this blockwatch 
became victims of crime themselves and so a group of these blockwatch members got together and discussed 
booming off the suburb and formalising the security.  A public meeting was held and so we became Sunninghill 
Gardens.  We officially began as a Section 21 in April 1996. 
Although our primary function is security, we have over the years tackled many improvement projects in our suburb.  
Speedhumps; streetlights; landscaping of the parks not to mention the security infrastructure.  We did this by means 
of a special once off levy to our members.  Unfortunately due to the economic situation over the past year or so we 
have not put through any special levies and will not be doing so this year.  Although there are many projects we 
would like to take on, maintaining our current membership is very important.  Should this membership decline due to 
our members suffering financial hardship, our very existence could be in jeopardy.  We do hope that in the not too 
distant future things will improve and we will once again be in a position to put money into projects to improve 
Sunninghill Gardens. 
We however realise the importance of being part of the Greater Sunninghill and to this end, we are fully fledged 
contributing members of the Sunninghill Community Ratepayers Association.  We have had a successful year in 
sustaining what we have achieved and building on it.  Many new residents in our suburb are not aware of the work 
that has gone into building a Sunninghill Gardens or the work that goes into keeping it one of the most sort after 
suburbs in the north of Johannesburg. 
I would like to take this opportunity to thank our members for their support over the past year, without you we would 
not have been able to achieve what we have.  In addition thanks must go to the Sunninghill Gardens executive for 
their hard work, commitment and dedication to our suburb.  I would also like to invite you all to join us on the 10 th of 
September to celebrate our 20 years of existence.  We are planning with the Ratepayers, a wonderful party for adults 
and children alike. 
 Crime Report (Linda Gildenhuys) 
Linda Gildenhuys showed graphs indicating the crime trends in the greater Sunninghill and then Sunninghill Gardens. 
There has been an increase in crime in the greater JHB area, specifically violent crimes.  Armed robberies in the 
home, business, follow from bank and shopping centre and driveway robberies are high with car jacking’s which had 
decreased showing their ugly head once again.  Stats show us that at times violent crimes exceed house break-ins in 
some suburbs. 
Just recently the police made some significant arrests.  The one was after an armed robbery in Paulshof where they 
arrested what was known as the Golf7 gang who were performing house robberies in Paulshof, Bryanston and other 



areas.  Then the infamous Freeman Khumalo was arrested as well.  He is linked to around 10 violent crimes in 
Sandton alone as well as a number in other policing districts.  This is good news.  We now just pray that these 
criminals stay in jail.  The conviction rate is not good even when arrested. Too many of these violent crimes are being 
committed by repeat offenders, criminals who are out on bail and simply carry-on with their trade.   
We have noted that Sunninghill too has seen an increase in crime.  You must remember that Sunninghill potentially 
would be attractive to criminals due to get away roads around us.  Maxwell Drive in both directions; Rivonia Road and 
the hi-way. I wish however that I was allowed to share with you the crime statistics that I receive on a weekly basis at 
a meeting I attend with the police.  If I was able to do so, you would see that Sunninghill, even though the crime has 
increased, has much lower crime than most suburbs in Sandton, especially taking into account the escape routes and 
that we have over 6000 residential units and a number of businesses and shopping centres in our suburb.  Here I 
must mention however THAT THERE HAS NOT BEEN AN INCREASE IN SUNNINGHILL GARDENS, IN FACT 
THERE HAS BEEN A SLIGHT DECREASE IN CRIME FROM THE PREVIOUS YEAR. 
Although in the greater Sunninghill we have seen a decrease in violent crimes such as Armed robbery in the 
business; Armed robbery in the home and smash and grabs we have seen an increase Driveway robberies and 
common robberies.  Driveway robberies being robberies where victims are followed home from mostly shopping 
centres and robbed in their driveways and common robberies being where victims have been robbed of their cell 
phones while walking in the street, on the way to the taxi rank or waiting for the bus.   
Theft of motor vehicles, theft out of motor vehicles continue to plague all areas.  Theft of motor vehicles is increasing 
alarmingly with Toyota Hilux’s being top of the list. 
Our visible policing – dedicated patrol cars ; network of CCTV cameras and good working relationship with both the 
Sandton Saps and Jhb Metro Police continue to make the difference between us and other suburbs.  Not only have 
our cameras assisted in reducing crime but they have assisted the Sandton Saps and Provincial task force teams 
who contacted us due to our infrastructure in making a number of arrests since inception.   
 
Our CCTV cameras will over the next week or so, slowly be converted to fibre which will make them more stable and 
allow us to expand over time.  Having said all of this we are always looking at where we are vulnerable and where we 
can improve ….  We identified a certain startling fact and that is the number of vehicles driving around with cloned or 
false number plates.  We have a good communication system up and running between ourselves, the shopping 
centres and various security companies.  If I had to tell you how many lookouts we receive in Sunninghill about 
suspicious cars from our reaction vehicles and shopping centre security and how many of these turn out, after we 
have checked the reg numbers with the Saps to have false number plates you would be horrified.  Unfortunately by 
the time we get this info the vehicle is gone.  So if so many are being noticed how many are there that we don’t 
notice?  To this end and after lots of research we have been testing a system that has been used in Cape Town very 
successfully to reduce crime.  I quote from a mail sent to me by Brig Billings, station commander of Sandton Saps.  “Sunninghill has been setting the pace when it comes to the issue of technology and new developments. We are 
grateful as partners in the fight against crime to have such a forward thinking community on our side. The successes 
achieved because of this attitude is well documented. Kindly keep us informed about developments and we will 
definitely use you as a model when we want to recruit other stakeholders. Wish you success with the new venture.” 
 
We installed two proof of concept LPR cameras in Sunninghill for a period of 3 weeks.  These cameras are linked to 
the Police crime database and a number of national and local security/police databases of suspicious/lookout 
vehicles.  We have also entered into the system our list of “dodgy cars”.  The proof of concept worked very well and 
we are experiencing a 90% correct reg reading, far more than was expected.  The minute a vehicle in any of these 
databases drives through these cameras an alert springs up in the control room within a few seconds.  This alert 
informs us on what the vehicle is wanted for and based on this info we react in various ways.  Suspicious vehicle – 
reaction are dispatched, the controllers follow the vehicle on the cameras until the reaction arrives and then we 
simply shadow the vehicle until it leaves Sunninghill.  Should we know it is involved in crime the SAPS are informed 
and depending on the circumstances we follow, assist the police, call in other security companies for assistance or 
apprehend if there is no danger to our residents.  Sunninghill has now signed an agreement for two of these cameras 
and will propose tonight that we expand this system by installing these cameras at the entrances to Sunninghill 
Gardens.  This plus the use of the scanners currently in place should assist enormously in preventing vehicles with 
false numberplates, or those wanted for crime, entering our area. We are the first area in Sandton to go this route and 
are working closely with the police on this project.  In fact the Sandton Saps have invited a number of ratepayer 
chairs and top businessmen to a meeting in Sunninghill where we will demonstrate our existing cameras and these 
new ones.  They simply want to expand what we have implemented to the entire Sandton.  The more that use this 
system the better it works. 



I would like to thank all those who have assisted us in the fight against crime in our suburb over the past year.  The 
Savika Reaction officers and control room staff who work hard at keeping us safe.  They also assist the Police and 
Metro Police with crime prevention operations in our suburb.  Not only do they assist in Sunninghill but are actively 
involved in assisting Sandton saps all over Sandton. 
Please carry on being our eyes and ears out there.  Continue to report any suspicious behaviour or concerns to the 
Savika control room.  It’s always better to be safe than sorry. 
Financials (Linda Gildenhuys) 
Financials for the Year Ending 31 March 2016 
Against a budgeted profit of R900+ for the year, there was a profit and saving due to good collections and reduction 
of expenditure of R9 000.  The provisions on the balance sheet were explained. 
Proposed Budget for the Financial Year - 1 April 2016 to 31 March 2017 
Special Projects  - No special levy will be collected in the coming financial year owing to the ongoing economic 
recession as was mentioned in the Chairs report. 
The budget for the forthcoming financial year starting 1 April 2016 was presented.  This budget included the new 
License Plate recognition cameras and Saps database.  The budget proposed was an increase of 8%.  This increase 
if agreed upon would come into effect on the 1st of October 2016.  The proposed levy increase was put to the floor for 
voting and accepted unanimously.  
Election of Committee  
The existing committee members were willing to stand for another term, however Trevor I’rons had relocated to 
Durban.  Two new nominations were received.  That of Sizwe Nzimande and Maciej Puna.  These plus the re-
election of the previous committee members was voted on and accepted by all. 

 
General 
QUESTIONS: 
 
1. Corner property update: A prime example of what a united suburb Sunninghill is.  All building has ceased and the 
issue was not about what they wanted to build but about following due process. They broke the law. But because we 
are such a great united community and because our members responded when necessary, these rough developers 
now have to follow due process and the law. They have to rezone the property.   This process now means that our 
residents would have their right to a public participation process. Currently it's zoned low density -meaning few 
clusters/residential properties.   2. Water running in the storm water: A lot of people have noticed what seems to be permanent water running in the 
stormwater system.  We have contacted Jhb Water to look into this but we must be informed so that we can log all 
the issues with Council. 3. Procedure on the scans: Has it ever happened that they have caught someone with a mismatch on the disk and 
the license plates. Yes it has.  Should this happen the guard then presses a panic button & uses his two way radio 
and informs the response vehicle and the vehicle in question is shadowed out the area while the control room 
contacts the Saps or JMPD. In instances where we have information, we would share it with JMPD and SAPS in our 
meetings.  4. How are pedestrians managed? They are not. Because the roads are public and the constitution clearly allows 
for freedom of privacy and freedom of movement.  They are monitored however, should we be concerned about 
suspicious behaviour. 5. Road traffic transgressions and what authority we have.  We have none, however when this is noticed and we 
pick up a trend, the JMPD are notified. 6. Waterfall development and the impact on Sunninghill. Re-zoning of the Polo fields. It has been approved with 
certain conditions. Apparently with high density (1000 units) 

 
There been no other business the meeting closed at 21.30 


